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Abstract

quence data to the rapidly growing databases of gene sequences. Many of these databases are publicly available for
research and development, and provide a rich source of information for molecular studies. Examples of large gene
databases include GenBank and PDB. For example, as of
October 2001, GenBank of The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) contained about 13.5 million sequences with about 14 billion bases. Moreover, the size of
the data has tripled in the last two years1 . Thanks to faster
networks, scientists can have online access to such databases
from their desktop PCs or laptops. As a result, data servers
for sequence databases should be designed to handle large
number of queries submitted by many clients.
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) analysis is a powerful means for analyzing structural and functional similarities
and differences, and for finding historical and evolutionary
relationships. MSA involves computing the alignment of
three or more sequences and is a computationally expensive
method. A large number of methods have been developed
for fast and accurate multiple sequence alignments. Several research projects have focused on the development of
heuristics [9, 11, 13, 16, 17], and the parallel implementations of MSA algorithms [12, 18].
Our work is concerned with the efficient execution of
MSA methods in a multi-client environment. Client queries
submitted against a database of sequences for MSA analysis usually involve comparison of known sequences (stored
in the database) to one or more new sequences entered by
the client. Moreover, in a multiple client environment, several clients may submit to a server requests that may contain overlapping subsets of sequences. In this paper, we
look at the effect of data caching on the performance of the
data server. We describe an approach for caching previously
computed intermediate results. We focus on progressive
alignment-based strategies, in particular the CLUSTAL W

This paper is concerned with the efficient execution of
multiple sequence alignment methods in a multiple client environment. Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is a computationally expensive method, which is commonly used in
computational and molecular biology. Large databases of
protein and gene sequences are available to the scientific
community. Oftentimes, these databases are accessed by
multiple users to execute MSA queries. The data server has
to handle multiple concurrent queries in such situations. We
look at the effect of data caching on the performance of the
data server. We describe an approach for caching intermediate results for reuse in subsequent or concurrent queries.
We focus on progressive alignment-based strategies, in particular the CLUSTAL W algorithm. Our results for 350 sets
of sequences show an average speedup of up to 2.5 is obtained by caching intermediate results. Our results also
show that the cache-enabled CLUSTAL W program scales
well on a SMP machine.
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Introduction

An important goal of research in computational and
molecular biology is to reach a better understanding of biological systems at the gene level. A more accurate knowledge of biological systems at this level carries a great potential for gaining insight into the causes and progression of
many diseases such as cancer. A first step in the study of
molecular biology is to analyze gene and protein sequences.
When a new sequence is discovered, it is important to search
sequence databases to find homologous sequences [1], and
analyze structural and functional similarities and differences
among multiple sequences [9, 11, 16].
A large number of research institutions, laboratories
and biomedical companies are continually contributing se-

1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/genbankstats.html
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algorithm.
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new sequence is aligned with an existing alignment, or two
existing alignments are aligned. The computational complexity of this step is O(ql 2 ).

Progressive Alignment Algorithms

3

Progressive alignment-based strategies are the most
commonly used methods for the solution of multiple
sequence alignment problems, because of their efficient
execution times [7]. The CLUSTAL algorithm proposed by
Higgins [9] and its improved version, CLUSTAL W [17],
are the most widely used methods among several alternatives. The basic idea behind progressive alignment
is to generate an initial phylogenetic tree via a series of
pairwise alignments and then, following the order in the
phylogenetic tree, to incrementally build up the multiple sequence alignment. A progressive alignment-based method
consists of three main stages: 1) computation of a distance
matrix based on the alignments of all pairs of sequences, 2)
calculation of a guide tree from the distance matrix, and 3)
alignment of multiple sequences according to the branching
in the guide tree.

Sequence Analysis in a Multiple Client Environment

Many gene and protein databases can be accessed remotely over the Internet. In such a setting, a data server
has to process multiple requests submitted by one or more
clients. Queries associated with multiple sequence alignment analysis oftentimes involve comparisons of known sequences to one another. Even if a user submits a query involving a new sequence, the query generally contains multiple known sequences. If commonalities among queries can
be utilized, better use of system resources can be achieved,
and the overall performance of the data server can be improved.
Multi-query optimization is important in many application domains, such as relational databases [6, 14], deductive databases [5], decision support systems [19], and data
analysis applications [2]. Several optimizations can be applied to speed up query execution when multi-query workloads are presented to the server. Multiple query optimization techniques mainly rely on caching common subexpressions. Carefully scheduling queries also plays an important role, because the execution of queries can be ordered in
a way to better exploit expressions that have been already
cached. In an earlier work [2, 3], we investigated optimizations for multiple query workloads in an application for visualizing digitized microscopy images. Our results show
that significant performance improvements can be achieved
by data caching and carefully scheduling queries.
In this section, we describe an approach for improving
the execution of MSA analysis by caching previously computed results both in memory and on disk.

Pairwise Alignment: The first step is the computation
of a pairwise distance matrix. It is a symmetric, dense
matrix, which contains a floating point value for each pair
of sequences. The value represents the distance score of
a sequence pair. The original CLUSTAL program uses a
fast approximate method to compute the pairwise distance
matrix. The CLUSTAL W program offers, in addition
to the approximate method, a slower but more accurate
solution using dynamic programming. For q sequences, the
first step requires the computation of q(q ; 1)=2 pairwise
alignments. As a result, the execution time complexity of
this step is O(q 2l2 ) for q sequences, each of which has an
average length of l.
Computation of the Guide Tree: The second step is the
calculation of a phylogenetic tree to guide the progressive
alignment step. The tree is calculated from the distance matrix using the neighbor-joining method [15]. This iterative
method successively selects the best sequence pair (i.e., the
pair with the minimum distance score) to link until all pairs
have been linked. After a pair has been linked, the distances
of all other sequences to that pair are recomputed, and the
corresponding values in the distance matrix are updated.
The computational complexity of this step is O(q 3 ).

3.1

Data Caching

As was described in Section 2, a progressive alignmentbased method consists of three main steps. We can view
the output of a step as an intermediate result that is used by
the next step. For example, the first step computes all pairwise alignments (and the associated scores) between the sequences in a query. The pairwise alignment scores are then
used to produce a distance matrix, which is input to the second step that generates a guide tree. The guide tree is used
to generate larger groups of aligned sequences progressively
in the third step. Thus, the set of pairwise alignments, the
distance matrix, the guide tree, and the groups of aligned
sequences can be viewed as intermediate results. We argue
that intermediate results computed by previous queries can
be cached to speed up the execution of a new query.

Progressive Alignment: The last step is a constructive step,
in which a series of pairwise alignments are computed using
full dynamic programming to align larger and larger groups
of sequences. The branching order in the guide tree determines the ordering of the sequence alignments. Starting
from the leaves of the tree, the sequences are aligned toward
the root. At each step either two sequences are aligned, or a
2

In this work we have chosen to cache pairwise alignments computed in the first step so that they can be reused
by other queries. This decision is based on two observations. First, the computational complexity of this step is the
dominant factor in the total execution time. This theoretical analysis has been confirmed empirically by our experiments presented in Section 5, and by Mikhailov et. al. [12].
Hence, minimizing the execution time of this step can result in significant reduction in the overall execution time of
a query. Second, the intermediate results generated in the
last two steps largely depend on the relationships between
the sequences in the query. Two queries should either be the
same or have very similar characteristics so that the guide
tree or the groups of aligned sequences can be reused. Each
pairwise alignment, on the other hand, is computed separately and its contribution to the distance matrix is independent of other pairwise alignments. Therefore pairwise alignments generated by a query have greater potential for reuse
by other queries than do the groups of multiple alignments
and the guide tree.
When a query is received from a client, the cache is
searched to find the sequence pairs that match the sequence
pairs in the query– note that a query may contain new sequences as well as a subset of the sequences already in the
database. The pairwise alignment step is performed only for
the sequence pairs that are not in the cache. When a new
pairwise alignment is computed, it is inserted into the cache.
A challenging issue in designing the cache is to optimize
the execution of search and insertion operations so that their
overhead will not offset the performance improvement obtained from using cached results. The cache should be organized such that I/O overheads are minimized when accessing the portions of the cache that are stored on disk.
We propose a cache implementation based on B-Trees.
We assume that each sequence in a database is assigned a
unique identifier (e.g., a 32-bit number). A B-Tree is used
to store pairwise alignments. A record in this B-Tree corresponds to a pairwise alignment, and stores the distance
score of the pairwise alignment. The record is indexed by
a key, which is obtained by concatenating the unique identifiers of the two sequences that make up the sequence pair.
The smaller of the two sequence identifiers represents the
upper half of a record key, whereas the larger one constitutes
the lower half. In this way, only one copy of a sequence pair
is needed to be stored in the B-Tree.
For each sequence in a query we should find the corresponding unique identifier, if it is not already provided by
the query. Another B-Tree can be employed for this purpose.
Sequences are used as keys in this B-Tree, and each record
holds the unique identifier of a sequence. If a sequence is
not in the B-Tree, it is assigned a unique identifier and inserted into the B-Tree. For example, if we use numbers for
identifiers, we can maintain the current maximum identifier

stored in the tree. A new sequence inserted into the tree is assigned the current maximum number plus one as its unique
identifier. An alternative approach would be to use a hash
table to store the unique identifiers for sequences. The hash
table could be accessed using a hash function that computes
an index into the hash table from a given sequence. However, the efficient implementation of the hash table requires
a good hash function that will minimize collisions, and an efficient algorithm and data structure to resolve the collisions.
The cache structure described in this section effectively
employs a two-tier B-Tree approach. The first tier B-Tree
stores the unique identifiers of sequences, whereas the second tier B-Tree stores pairwise alignments. The size of the
first tier B-Tree is linearly proportional to the number and
length of sequences. However, the size of the second tier BTree grows with O(q2), where q is the number of sequences.
Hence, using a single file for the second tier B-Tree may introduce technical and performance problems. First of all,
some file systems (e.g., Linux ext2) limit the maximum
file size to be less than 2GB. This places an upper bound
on the number of pairwise alignments that can be cached,
regardless of the size of available disk space. Moreover, a
large, single file may incur a performance penalty, because
of high I/O overheads (e.g., disk seeks) to search for a pairwise alignment in a large B-Tree. In order to alleviate these
problems, the set of sequences can be partitioned into bins
based on the unique identifiers of the sequences. The assignment of sequences to bins can be done in round-robin
fashion or in blocks (i.e., a range of identifiers are assigned
to the same bin). Each bin corresponds to a second tier BTree. The record for a sequence in the first tier B-Tree contains a pointer to the corresponding second tier B-Tree, in
addition to the unique identifier of the sequence. A new pairwise alignment is inserted into the second tier B-Tree that is
pointed to by the record, which corresponds to the sequence
of the pair with smaller identifier, in the first tier B-Tree. In
this way, only one copy of a pairwise alignment is stored in
the cache. Note that if there is one-to-one correspondence
between sequences and bins, a second tier B-Tree will contain the pairwise alignments for a single sequence and in this
case only the second identifier can be used as a key.
With the organization of the cache as described above, on
a distributed memory machine, the set of second tier B-Trees
can be partitioned among the nodes in the system, thus allowing the effective use of aggregate storage space. The first
tier B-Tree also can be partitioned across the system. However, we anticipate that in most cases that B-Tree will be able
to be replicated on all the nodes, because the size of the first
tier B-Tree will be small enough, as it is proportional to the
number of sequences.
3

3.2

A Complexity Analysis of Proposed Approach

alignments that are not in the cache are computed on the fly,
but are not inserted into the cache. Although this method assures that the cache is uncorrupted, it requires good a priori
knowledge of query access patterns to achieve good performance.
The second type is an online-updated cache. When a
cache miss occurs, new data is inserted into the cache during
query processing. Since multiple queries may submit updates to the cache at the same time, a locking mechanism
should be implemented to serialize those updates. Moreover, duplicate updates by different queries should be eliminated to prevent the cache from growing unnecessarily. This
cache type allows new pairwise alignments to be cached, so
it does not require the knowledge of query access patterns.
However, it may incur a high performance penalty because
of the need to serialize accesses to the cache structure.
The third type is an offline-updated cache. This is a hybrid of the first two types. As for the first cache type, a cache
is created by precomputing the pairwise alignments that are
likely to be needed by queries. During query processing,
each query process keeps a record of cache misses (i.e., the
pairwise alignment and the associated distance score). The
cache is updated when the system load is low– the cache
misses that have been recorded by each query process are
inserted into the cache. Note that cache misses recorded by
a process can also be maintained in a local cache by that
process. That is, each process is assigned a separate cache,
which can be updated only by that process, and there exists
a global cache, which is accessible by all processes. During query processing, no updates are allowed to the global
cache. When a query is assigned to a query process, both
the local cache and the global cache are searched to look for
cached pairwise alignments. When a cache miss occurs, the
query process updates the local cache only. Local caches are
merged into the global cache when no queries are executing
in the system or the system load is low. Note that locking
on cache data structures is necessary only when the global
cache is updated. Thus, this cache organization reduces the
complexity and overhead associated with maintaining locks
on cache data structures when there are multiple queries.
Updates to the global cache can be accelerated in several ways. Each processor can keep track of the number of
times a pairwise alignment is requested. When merging local caches with the global cache, rarely used pairs can be
eliminated. Moreover, if a two tier B-Tree structure is employed for the global cache, the global cache can be updated
one second tier B-Tree at a time. A copy of the second tier
B-tree that is in the process of being updated is created and
this copy is updated using local caches. We need to lock a
first tier B-Tree element, only when the new copy replaces
the old copy of the second tier B-Tree and the corresponding pointer in the first tier B-Tree is updated. This scheme
allows the queries that are currently executing in the system

In this section, we analyze the computational complexity
of the B-Tree based caching described earlier. We present
the complexity analysis of the second tier B-Tree. A similar
analysis can be carried out for the first tier B-Tree.
For complexity analysis, let us assume that the maximum number of keys in a tree node is given by 2t ; 1 and
that the maximum number of pairs that can be stored in the
cache is C . Then the worst case height of the tree is represented by h  logt C +1
2 . This assumes a single second
tier B-Tree and minimum number of keys per tree node. The
CLUSTAL W algorithm that employs caching, starts its first
step with q(q ; 1)=2 searches to the cache. The cost for a
single search on a B-Tree is O(t logt C ), which leads to a total cost of O(q 2t logt C ).
For a hit ratio of H (< 1), each of the remaining (1 ;
H )q(q ; 1)=2 pairs should be computed. The cost of executing these computations is therefore equal to (1 ; H )q(q ;
1)=2O(l 2 ). Moreover, the cost of adding a new pair to the
cache is also O(t logt C ). If another pair needs to be evicted
from the cache, this extra cost may double, if the cost of finding a candidate for eviction is O(1). Now consider the I/O
costs of maintaining and searching the cache. All three BTree operations (search, insert, and delete) require reading
O(logt C ) tree nodes. However, if the first few levels of the
tree can be pinned in memory, the number of disk I/O operations can be significantly reduced.
Let m be the number of misses, i.e. m = (1 ; H )q(q ;
1)=2, then the computational complexity of the proposed
scheme is O(q2t logt C + ml2 + mt logt C ). The number
of blocks that need to be accessed is O(q2(logt C ; p) +
m(logt C ; p)) where p is the number of B-Tree levels,
which are pinned in memory.

3.3

Deployment on a SMP Machine

When the data server is deployed on a SMP machine,
multiple queries can be executed simultaneously as separate processes or threads. The server instantiates multiple
query processes (or threads)2 to serve queries submitted by
clients. A query received by the server is assigned to one of
the query processes for execution. Care should be taken to
make sure the integrity of the cache is maintained, as multiple processes may access the cache concurrently. In this
section we discuss three different types of cache for servers
running on SMP machines.
The first is a read-only cache. In this type of cache, all
pairwise alignments that are likely to be accessed by many
queries are precomputed and a cache is created from these
pairwise alignments. When a query is executed, the pairwise
2 In general, the number of processes will be equal to the number of processors on the machine.
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as q <= l. Our experiments also confirm this theoretical result. As is seen from the figure, for queries with fewer than
400 sequences, the pairwise alignment step takes 78-95% of
the total execution time. For example, with 400 sequences,
CLUSTAL W ran 4606 seconds, where pairwise alignment
step took 4342 seconds (94%). The execution time of the
guide tree computation becomes more significant with the
increasing number of sequences, after 600 sequences. The
experimental results show that if pairwise alignment computations can be avoided, the overall performance can improve
significantly.
The rest of the experiments presented in this section were
carried out on one of four Sun systems at the Ohio Supercomputer Center Sun Center of Excellence for High Performance Computing Environments. The model employed
for these investigations was a 24-processor Sun Fire 6800
system, equipped with 750 MHz CPUs and 48 GB of main
memory. The GNU compilers were used to compile both the
CLUSTAL W code and the GIST library supporting the underlying cache data structure.
In the next set of experiments we examine the effect of
cache on the performance of MSA. A full range of test cases
were used in evaluating the modified CLUSTAL W algorithm. The length of the sequences ranged from 61 to 1580
characters, with an average value of 417. The number of
sequences per alignment ranged from a low of 2 sequences
in the alignment to an alignment involving in excess of 200
sequences. In all, over 350 sets of alignments were performed, with an average of 5700 characters involved in each
alignment. The initial processing required computing the
unique pair alignment entries and inserting them into the
cache structure. Realizing that the number of elements to
be computed and stored with even the 350 sequence set was
too small to create a meaningful size dataset for benchmarks,
an inflation factor was used during the loading phase of the
cache. For each computed pair score introduced into the
cache, 9 additional dummy entries were also inserted with
a comparable but slightly modified combined key. This approach, while not a worst case situation, is far from ideal as
it insures that each element of interest in the structure is surrounded by unutilized elements, thereby reducing any proximity benefit to be gained. The total number of elements inserted into the cache, which was used to perform the cache
performance benchmarks in Figures 2 and 3, was in excess
of one million individual entries, resulting in a file size in
excess of 200MB.
Figure 2 shows breakdown of the execution time of MSA
into the three steps, with and without data caching. Solaris,
like many modern operating systems, maintains a system file
cache. In order to emulate the case where the cache for multiple sequence alignment does not fit in memory, we employed the directio function in Solaris. The directio
function is used to advise the OS to bypass the system file

to access the global cache more efficiently.
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CLUSTAL W Implementation with Data
Caching

The CLUSTAL W program source code was minimally
modified to support the introduction of primitive data cache
operations search and insert. The delete operation was not
needed for the investigation and was not introduced. The
B-Tree code available from the GIST library [8] was utilized as the source of the data cache operations. A simple
set of wrappers were written to bridge the C source code of
CLUSTAL W to the C++ source code of the GIST library.
The modifications to the CLUSTAL W code were centered around enhancing the speed of the construction of the
pairwise score matrix which is integral to the application.
In this process, a matrix is created containing the pairwise
alignment scores of each unique pair of sequences in the
alignment. The data which was stored in the cache consisted
of the names and lengths for both sequences, the gap weights
and resulting pairwise score. The size of this data aggregate
was only 40 bytes per element. The unique key for each pair
combination in the data structure was a 20 byte composite
key created by incorporating a mod of each sequence length
into the name of each sequence and concatenating the result. It was necessary to include a length dependent property
of the sequence into the key due to the lack of guaranteed
uniqueness the sequence name alone provides.
Our current implementation employs a read-only cache
for SMP machines. We are planning to implement the other
cache types in near future.

5

Experimental Results

In the first set of experiments, we performed a time profile analysis of the CLUSTAL W program (version 1.82).
For these initial experiments, a PC running RedHat 7.1
Linux was used. The PC has one Pentium III 650MHz CPU,
768MB main memory and two 75GB IDE hard disks. We
randomly selected 1000 sequences, with an average length
of 450 amino acids per sequence, from a dataset of G-protein
coupled receptor (GPCR [10]) protein sequences. We created 10 queries, with the number of sequences ranging from
25 to 1000 per query. Figure 1 shows the total execution
time and the breakdown of the execution time into the three
steps of the program, when the number of sequences in a
query is varied. Note that the scale of y-axis (total execution
time) in Figure 1(a) is logarithmic. As was discussed in the
previous sections, the computational complexity of the pairwise alignment step for q sequences, with average sequence
length of l, is equal to O(q 2 l2), and is the dominant factor
in the execution time of the CLUSTAL W program, as long
5
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Figure 1. The execution time of CLUSTAL W, as the number of sequences is varied. (a) Total execution
time. (b) Breakdown of execution time into the three steps of the algorithm.
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Figure 3. The effect on performance of the hit
ratio.

enabled version of CLUSTAL W performs better than the
original version even with small hit ratio. As expected, the
performance improves as the hit ratio increases. The execution time decreases almost linearly.
Figure 4 shows the total execution time as the number of
query processes is varied. For this experiment, we created
64 disjoint sets of sequences. Each set had 40 sequences
with unique identifiers. All the sequences in all the sets were
of the same length. The pairwise alignments computed from
each set were inserted into the cache used in the previous experiments, along with a set of dummy pairwise alignments,
so that the final cache contained a total of 1.5 million entries. The size of the cache file was 400MB. In this experiment, we used a read-only cache, i.e., timing values do not
include overhead of updating the cache. In the experiments,
the same sets of sequences were also distributed among the
query processes to carry out MSA. We assigned the same
number of query sets to each query process so as to iso-

cache for a specific file. As is seen from the figure, performance difference between the cache-enabled versions of
CLUSTAL W with directio and without directio is
very small and both of them performs significantly better
than the original version of CLUSTAL W. Focusing on the
pairwise score matrix created in the CLUSTAL W processing, the utilization of the cache approach provides a relative
speed up that averages in excess of 15 over the 350 trial sets
of sequences. In only one case was the cache recovery actually slower than computation, and this was for an alignment
of 6 sequences which only required 3.1 milliseconds to compute. In this case, the retrieval of the elements required 3.3
milliseconds.
Figure 3 shows the average query execution time as the
hit ratio is varied. As is seen from the figure, the cache6

3500

tem can be built at relatively low cost by connecting many
such PCs via a high-speed switched network3 . In addition to
substantial storage space and high I/O bandwidth provided
through the collective use of multiple disks in the system,
such a configuration offers significant processing power for
manipulating data, and large memory space that can be used
for caching data. However, developing system support for
MSA analysis on such systems is challenging. Several key
questions should be addressed.
The first question is “which node should the query be executed on?”. When a query is assigned to a processor, the corresponding pairwise alignments stored in the local caches
of other processors should be communicated to that processor via inter-processor communication. The second question is “should a query reuse a cached pairwise alignment,
or recompute it?”. If a pairwise alignment is cached on a
remote node and the network latency is high, the overhead
of communication to retrieve the pairwise alignment from
the remote node may be more than the cost of recomputing
it. Good system support is needed to balance the workload
among processors and minimize the communication overheads due to cached pairwise alignments. We plan to look
at the implementation of system support using a componentbased framework [4]. In this framework, data retrieval and
data processing operations are implemented as a set of interacting components. Communication, computation, and
I/O overheads can be minimized by placing components efficiently across the system and by efficiently scheduling data
flow between components.
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Figure 4. Total execution time of 64 queries,
as the number of query processes is varied. In the graph, “Cache, DIO” and “Cache,
no DIO” denote the cache-enabled version
of CLUSTAL W with directio and without
directio, respectively.

late the effect of caching on the scalability of the server. As
is seen from the figure, when cache is disabled, the execution time of the queries decreases almost linearly. This is
expected since the query sets have been evenly distributed
among the query processes. When cache is enabled, the total
execution time decreases to half for all configurations– note
that the hit ratio in this experiment is 100%, since the same
sets of sequences that have been used to create the cache
are used as queries. Our results show that although all processes access the same B-Tree files concurrently, the associated overheads are small and the overall performance of the
server scales well as the number of processes is increased.
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